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TRANSCRIPTION

[00:03]

TGRW: Today is June 13th, 2022. My name is Tameron Williams from the Merrill-Cazier Library Special
Collections and Archives. This afternoon we are interviewing Sami Ahmed, past president of the
Utah State University Student Association. This is another oral history interview for the Covid
Collection Project. Good afternoon, Mr. Ahmed.
SA:

Hello. How are you doing?

TGRW: Good. So, to start, could you briefly detail your time at Utah State University when you first
started as a student and then when you started entering [unclear] into student government?
SA:

Yeah. So, I came to Utah State in January of 2016, and the main reason I came to Utah State was
my best friend and his brother-in-law talked about Utah State to me, and I didn’t do any research
on any other college. I was a first-generation student, so there was no “Mom, dad, what should I
do?” and that was the easiest choice as far as I knew someone going there and it seemed like a
cool place.
So, that’s how I ended up coming. He was applying and I asked him to do it. I’ll do the exact
same thing he’s doing, so ended up coming to Utah State. And when I first arrived there, I think I
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was declared a history major. I’ve always loved history. It’s still one of my favorite things to do,
but I quickly kind of had the first-generation immigrant mentality, which is you only have two
options for a career, doctor or lawyer. So, I thought, “Maybe I’ll become a doctor,” and quickly, I
realized maybe I don’t like that as much, so I started meeting with people in the business school,
specifically Dr. Fawson. I took an economics class. So, I found myself declared as a finance
major, and so that’s what I studied.
[02:14]
Yeah. So, as far as my time at Utah State prior to being president and in leadership, I remember I
worked hard as every other student on campus, got good grades, and I was told about this
program called the Huntsman Scholars and typically, they do not take any current students
because you have to come in as a freshman, but they happened to be in this expansion period
where they were willing to consider students that were currently enrolled in the business school
so they don’t have to go through the traditional freshman applying to the scholarship program.
So, I walked in, and I asked about it, I applied that night, and I was surprised I got in. And once I
got in, I remember seeing this leadership election. So basically, they were just picking a panel of
students to be in leadership for the next year, and I’d only been in that first semester. That was
my first semester, so I said, “You know what? I’m going to run.” And this might sound dumb,
hopefully I don’t get in trouble, but I was the only minority, so I was like, “Maybe I’ll get votes
because I look different on the ballot,” so I was like, “I might get votes.” So, I made up my
platform. I threw my name in. Like I said, I didn’t know much about the program because it was
my first semester, but that was my first ever, “I’m going to run for something.”
[04:01]
So, they were electing six, so my logic was, “I think I can do it. I’m a minority so maybe I’ll look
different,” and on top of that, there were six spots, so hopefully I can get at least the sixth spot
and make it in.” So, I ran, and I was elected, and I still don’t know the reason why. It might be the
same reason as me or other reasons. Maybe they liked me platform.
So, I became part of this presidency group, and that was the first time ever in my life I had ran
and won at anything. So, I started thinking maybe I could do other things, and I remember the
quote in the business school is “Dare mighty things,” which you just kind of ignore those kind of
cliché ra-ra quotes that are meant to motivate people. But I read the whole thing one day and
basically, in the middle of it, it says it’s better to be a failure than be in the middle ground where
you don’t have a lot of joy or a lot of sadness because you’re too scared to fail. I’m paraphrasing
so if you read the quote, it’s not going to say that exactly, but that’s the point of it. And I was like,
“That sounds like me.” I don’t try for anything hard. And I remember telling myself, “What is the
one thing I could do to fail at, but it will be a challenge out of my comfort zone?” and I was like,
“I’ll run for student body president,” and that’s how it started. I got a campaign together and the
whole time, I was thinking, “We’re probably going to fail, but it’ll probably push me out of my
comfort zone,” and it ended up being a success.
I don’t want to go into the campaign and the whole story, but lots of crazy things happened I
didn’t expect. And then all of a sudden, I found myself as someone who’s never been in
leadership, who’s never done anything in high school, anything whatsoever close to student
government, never participated in student government at college, but then now I was the president
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of the whole thing. So, I don't know how people felt about it, but they just literally had someone
who had nothing to do with it now being the leader, so that’s how I ended up there.
[06:20]
TGRW: And then, that would’ve been in 2019?
SA:

2019, yeah.

TGRW: And then, so as the student association president, what are your major initiatives in that fall of
’19, early spring of ’20, January, February that you’re trying to spearhead, that you’re trying to—
prior to Covid becoming a total washout for any plans that you had?
SA:

So, my first year—so, are you asking the first years, last few years’ platform, the difference?

TGRW: Yeah, so lead us up into end of February 2020.
SA:

End of February 2020. Sorry. I’m still a little confused. Are you saying 2020 or 2019?

TGRW: Both.
SA:

Okay. So, in 2019, my platform was kind of just a general cliché like get students more involved,
give voice to minority students. And minority, I don’t necessarily mean racially or anything, just
if you feel like you don’t have a lot of representation or you don’t have a lot of people who are
similar to you. On campus, I can’t recall all of my platforms.
I will say my initial campaign platform was designed to be all-encompassing and I didn’t really
understand what I can and could do. Like I said, I was running for this thing because I thought I
was going to lose, so it was just like good platforms. I’ll advocate for students. I’ll give voice to
those people who don’t have voices.
And then my second-year campaign was more focused because now, I understood the in and out
of student government, so it was more like, “We need to do a merger with Utah State Eastern. We
need to get rid of certain fees,” where it was more tactically designed, and I knew exactly what
needed to happen where the first year was like, “These are all great, wonderful ideas and
hopefully, you like them and vote for me.” So, I hope that answers it, if that makes any sense.

[08:44]
TGRW: Yeah. So, just after spring break, the first week of March 2020, Utah State starts to respond to the
Covid pandemic from cancellation of events to transition to remote learning on March 18th. What
is the role of the student association in responding with those initial plans?
SA:

So, after spring break is kind of some of our big events, so we have at the beginning of fall
usually big events for our students and then the end of the year. So, initially, we all kind of didn’t
know what it was – right? – what was coming, so some people were making plans to continue on
with events and others—I found myself in meetings with President Cockett and her cabinet or her
leadership group just kind of discussing what Covid is, but it’s kind of funny. We were all in a
jammed room talking about how we can prevent Covid because nobody knew what they were
doing, and we didn’t understand it.
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So, the plan was we’re just going to continue as is and we’re going to continue with all our
events, the student government, and then quickly, everything all of a sudden changed and
everything had to go online. And I think the response of the student government initially was
limited, I would say, to maybe my role because not a lot of students can get into those big
meetings where the presidents are meeting, state officials are meeting, all that, so often, the
student body president is the person they go to to speak for all of students. So, I think our student
government just kind of disbanded except my—and when I say “disbanded”, we didn’t cease to
do things, but everyone was kind of like, “What do we do now?” Everything we’re planning on
doing was designed around us being physically there.
[10:52]
And then for my role specifically, I was just in these long meetings that would go four hours or
so, and most of it was just back and forth and debating on what we should do, “Will students like
this or will they prefer that?” And nobody really knew what they were doing, so we’ll just come
up with, “Yeah, maybe we should have classrooms and then separate it with one chair,” and then
two minutes later, someone would be like, “I’m just reading something on Johns Hopkins
website. We can’t do that.” So, that was like the transition, and the student government role I
think largely just ended up being the student body president, or as far as I’m aware of.
TGRW: So, you speak to serving on the taskforce, but how heavily involved were you in those committee
meetings? I mean, as the voice of students, were they turning to you a lot? Was it just, “Hey, we
also need an opinion on this”? What was the feeling for you being in those meetings?
SA:

So, it depends on what it was. So, certain things just couldn’t happen, and no matter what I would
say or what students are willing to do, it’s just not going to work out. So, I can give you an
example. A lot of us around our age, college students, even though there was kind of warning to
isolate and to distance yourself and stuff, once you got off campus, you saw a lot of students just
get together, so that didn’t really register among the college students or student body of how
severe it was, and maybe that’s because it didn’t really affect young people in the severe way as
maybe older people.

[12:55]
So, if I said in that meeting, “Hey, students would still want to have this event,” my opinion
didn’t really matter at that point because you can’t have an event on campus during a pandemic.
But where I was turned to a lot was on how to deliver instruction to students. Would they like it
or not? What is the way forward as far as coming back to campus? Mask policy, distance policy.
All those things I was heavily involved in. We did little kits that we gave to students that the
beginning of the year when they came, how to distribute that. All those things, I was heavily
involved in like the marketing campaigns. My voice, I would say, as far as when it came to
students was very prominent, but certain things not so much. Like I said, there were already
decisions made like, “We’re not going to have big social gatherings on campus in certain cases.”
So, even if I said, “Hey, students wouldn’t care about that. They’ll want to do it,” that was just
not the safe choice at the time. So, it didn’t really matter what students wanted to do.
TGRW: So, did you have any specific concerns that you brought up in those meetings that you felt needed
to be addressed and specific concerns with the plans that were being developed that you felt
might need to be tweaked or such that you could speak up and shift the course?
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SA:

Let me think on that. It was a while ago and I’m trying to remember everything.

TGRW: Take your time.
[15:03]
SA:

Honestly, I can’t remember a specific thing. I know there was a lot of debate on instructional
methods, students being frustrated. I’m trying to remember the exact thing, but students being
frustrated with the way classroom instructions were going and also the campus life. A lot of
students, one of their biggest concerns or issues that I could remember was “We’re paying
thousands of dollars for a cheaper experience, so why are we still paying fees for certain things
like an activity fee when we didn’t really have activities?” Or another one would be students are
really--those hybrid classes, they’ll say the instructor just kind of focused on the students there
because that’s who you’d naturally engage with, and then the Zoom people were just like, “Oh,
yeah. Zoom people, do you have anything to say?”
So, that was one of the primary things I remember that I made people aware of. There were so
many concerns. I just can’t recall them all. Mostly emailed.

TGRW: Did you have a lot of students coming to you to bring up a concern or try to advocate for their
own issues of A, “I don’t like being on Zoom because I don’t get to talk to the professor”? Is that
something you had a lot of?
SA:

Yeah, those were common. Another one will be--activity was a big issue because you have to
jump through so many hoops to get an approved that was Covid safe or whatever, and you have
to go through this taskforce. I can’t remember exactly what it was. It’s like the Activity Approval
Committee or something like that.

[17:02]
So, there was I guess some tension between student government and then the leadership of who’s
approving activities. I can’t remember exactly who was on the committee. And then there was me
who gets to see both concerns, and I was caught in the middle. And a lot of it was like, “Okay, so
we made these. We had all these protocols to have this activity. Why can’t we have the activity?”
and then I'll go back to a meeting, and someone will say, “They’re trying to have this activity, but
we just can’t do that because of X, Y, Z reason.”
One of the biggest one was optics. Optics was always brought up. I can give you an example. So,
we wanted to do I think a food truck event or something and it was well thought out. When I say
“we”, I wasn’t an activity planner, but the students that were over that and their group. They had
a Covid-safe line, etc. They went through the checklist of what you’re supposed to do. And when
you look at it, when you go outside, it kind of looks a little like, “Oh, that doesn’t look good.
Optically, that doesn’t really look nice,” but there were so many things that went into it. And I
remember, we had lots of complaints from faculty and even some students saying, “How can you
have this event going on?” But what they didn’t really see is this just giant group of students who
wanted something because they were sick of being Zoom, home, Zoom, home. Utah State is not
as fun as it was, and we need something. So, you have that grounds to a lot of people and then on
top of that, I'll have people who were like, “This doesn’t look great. Why can’t I have my activity
if you’re having this group doing that?”
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[19:01]
So, there was always that tension. And some of the issues I can recall right now too was the
division among some of the leadership, and I’m saying institutional leadership, that was more
student-oriented and others who weren’t. So, President Cockett was very much into making sure
students were taken care of and had the right things and had a great experience, and some people
were more concerned about making sure that things can continue or--and I’m not saying people
who stood on different sides are bad, but some people were more concerned about optics, the
political dynamics among colleges, things like that. So, that’s what I can recall.
TGRW: You mentioned it once and you talked about optics. Fee forgiveness, how did those discussions
play out? Because I know in the early portion of the pandemic, some fees were forgiven, and I
think they were cut - weren’t they? - just a bit for the following…
SA:

Yeah, yeah, and I was part of that. Yeah, I was part of that. So, do you want me to just talk about
that whole process?

TGRW: Yeah.
SA:

So, I'll just go off on it, and you let me know if it’s the right one. So, immediately when the
pandemic stopped everything and we had to go online, the number one thing that I remember
hearing was, “We paid for the whole year of fees. What are you going to do?” So, during that
whole craziness, the immediate thing was, “Okay, whatever we can do to make sure people are
happy, so fees are going to be cut or we’re going to give you some portion of it back.” We didn’t
really understand what was going on and how long things were going to be, so that’s why I say
fees were initially reduced was, “We don’t know what’s going on and we want to make sure you
guys are happy,” and we didn’t have the infrastructure to support students in the way they
wanted.

[21:17]
So, that was the initial thought. But then once President Cockett set the vision “I want students
back in the fall,” a lot of those fees had to be I guess transferred, and I don’t really mean like they
were taken from this account to another, but they had to be repurposed to support students
coming back. So, a good example is like the Zoom infrastructure was very expensive and really
hard to run because now, it’s not just a few students using Zoom. It’s literally the whole school
that can potentially use Zoom. Making sure the signs that say, “This is safe. This is distant,”
getting all those printed and giving Covid care packages or even making sure if you had Covid
symptoms that food is being delivered to you. All those things, now just you had all these costs.
So, students kind of I remember saw it as, “We’re still not getting the same experience, but why
are we being charged fees?” and it’s like, “Well, here’s the thing. Those fees are still helping you.
They’re just not going to the football game fund, or you just can’t physically walk into a band
that’s there.” But then I don’t think students really saw how expensive things were and how the
fees are just gone. You’re not going to have a semblance of a good education as much as you can
during a pandemic.
So, that’s why fees were never really returned after that, but it’s still had to tell students, “Hey,
you come to college for the experience, but now your experience is you get a sign that says, ‘This
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is the safe distance’ and that’s where your X, Y, Z fee went to.” And I was involved in that very
much.
[23:22]
TGRW: So, how do you deliver that kind of bad news to students as the representative for all students
from “Hey, we can’t necessarily give you all the money back that you want back,” to “Hey, you
can’t have these events or go to classes or do these things that you’d like to do, but I’m doing my
best to be your representative, your student body president”?
SA:

Yeah. The blessing and the curse of being a student body president is you kind of see how the
sausage is made in certain aspects. So, one thing was I used to always be like, “Why is tuition
going up so much?” and then you understand the dynamics of the state legislature, how much
they’re willing to contribute. So, there’s so many things at work, you’re like, “Oh, that makes
sense.” It’s not just like President Cockett or the president of the institution sits at their group and
says, “5% this year? Should we raise it?” and then they do. It’s more complicated than that.
So, I think when you’re in my role where you get to see both sides or you promise students
something and then a vice president takes you into a room and says, “Hey, I need you to advocate
for this because of this and this and this,” and then you’re like, “That’s not what students would
like,” one thing you realize is one, just go with your gut and what you feel is good, and I think
people have more respect for you rather than trying to please everyone.
So, one thing in my tenure--I was not a very charismatic leader. I’m sure you can tell now from
this interview. But I didn’t really spend a lot of money or anything like that, and I was very
different from other student body leaders who were just great people who can light up a room.
And during the pandemic, that was when we had a lot of bad news. I think I still went with my
approach of “I’m just going to tell you what it is,” and expect a certain portion of the student
body is not going to like it. 10% or 5% no matter what are going to come at you “You’re not
doing enough.” But the majority of students are just kind of grateful that they’re there, and
everyone has their issues. Everyone is upset about something. Maybe you don’t like the Zoom
classes, or you really want to just have the parties or whatever and you can’t, but most are willing
to accept that the best is being done.

[25:56]
So, my approach when I have bad news is I came out and said it and explained exactly why it
needed to happen and then after that, just kind of waited to see what people really think. And
most of the time, it was just accepted by most students because students can think rationally or
students can understand the constraints that we have, and they’re not there to burn down the
school. A lot of times where administrators ran into issues was it seemed a little smoke in mirrors.
They don’t really want to explain certain things and then students get frustrated, and it seems like
there’s a huge students versus administrators. But most of the time, if you explained what was
going on clearly, even if it’s bad news, they’re okay with it if they fully understand it. And then
you’ll have people who no matter what are going to dislike what you did.
TGRW: So, just walking this through in my head. From those early days where you’re in four-hour
meetings through the summer of 2020, what is an average day looking like for you, and how did
that change as we approach fall 2020 where students are coming back to class, at least partially?
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SA:

So, initially, I think the March 18th date you gave, meetings were just happening. It was just like,
“Oh, meeting right. Meeting right this second.” And then you don’t know when they’re going to
end, so there was even times where you’re just getting food delivered because you’d just been
there so long or whatever. And a lot of it just initially was like, “What’s going on? How do we do
things? What do we need to cancel?” because I think there was a lot of events that were big
coming up that the school depended on and also students wanted.

[28:13]
So, the meetings were just sporadic and you’re saying, “This works,” and then 20 minutes later, it
doesn’t work. A good example is President Cockett wanted classes to keep going, and I still laugh
about that because that was a jam-packed room, at least 20 of us in a roundtable talking about
Covid and how it transmits fast and all that kind of stuff, but we were all in a room. And then the
next day or two days later, we’re like, “We can’t all be in a room. We’ve got to have masks.”
So, that was an idea of what those first meetings are like. And then throughout the summer, we
kind of had a structure where every day, you’d get up and you’ll have a committee meeting of
some sorts. It could be about student life, or it could be about classroom, and you had them for
everything. It could be about faculty support, whatever. So, based off what your role was, you
kind of attended one of those. And then I would probably head back to the office and meet with
Linda Zimmerman who was the director of student life at Utah State, and we’ll just kind of talk
about events and how we’re going to go through that, as well as the James Morales.
So, that was a typical day. And as we got closer to the fall, we kind of had a lot of things planned
out in advance, so just those meetings kind of became set. Every Thursday, I think we met for
three hours and then as things come up, we’ll meet. But I think once we had a direction of,
“Okay, we are having in-person classes or hybrid classes in the fall,” all the meetings kind of
settled down around “What do we do to support that goal?” where initially, I think the meetings
are chaotic early summer, late spring because everyone had different ideas. Some people didn’t
think in-person classes should happen.
[30:24]
In fact, I even remember--one of the nice things about being student body president is you know
some things more than most professors just because you’re literally on the phone with the
president or whatever. And I remember sitting in a finance class and our teacher, I think it was
August of 2020, he walks in, and he goes, “The school has decided to have in-person classes, and
I don’t expect this to continue. And until administration realizes they’re all dumb and this is the
stupidest idea, this will all be over in three weeks,” and I was just laughing because I was like,
“He probably has no clue I meet with the provost, President Cockett, vice president.” And I didn’t
say anything but, in my head, I was like, “If he only knew,” then he might be like, “Oh, crap. You
know those guys?”
But yeah. So, there was a lot of skepticism when I went into my classes. They would be like,
“This isn’t going to last.” So, just going back to the meetings, I think that’s why they were
chaotic because everyone had different ideas. And then President Cockett just finally came down
and set the vision, so the meetings became more structured, and how can we support that?
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TGRW: So, going into the fall and that return to in-person classes, how did student government assist in
communicating and promoting a new standard, new normal for Covid messaging from persistent
mask wearing, social distancing, and even saying, “If you’re sick, attend class on Zoom”?
[32:07]
SA:

So, a lot of those policies, like I said, I just would meet with the PR team, student government PR
team, and we’ll just kind of put out signs or emails or etc. I'll probably send out emails by using
James Morales’s list of students he’s got. So, that’s how most of the communication went out,
and as far as I know, it was titled from the student body president or maybe--I think most of it
was just communicated through me because I’m in those meetings.
I think how student government helped was instead of big, giant events, they decided to do small
events throughout the year or hold more things that I guess allow all students to come, but they’re
not as grand as they were. So, I think that’s how student government adjusted and helped is they
continued the student life under a new format. So, The Howl, which is this giant, big dance was I
think broken up into five days, so a certain amount could attend
As far as policy-wise and stuff and communicating that, I think student leaders were tasked with
being good examples of what to do because you couldn’t really do much as far as you can’t enact
policy as a student leader. It’s really hard. And if you do, often the whole student has to vote on
it, so you have to wait for an election cycle. So, I don’t think there was any command and control
as much as far as policy, but there was a lot of control as far as how we did our events and how
we overcame the issues of “Now we have nothing to do.”

[34:21]
I will say I don’t think people had as much fun because the part of these things is you have lots of
people go, but I think a lot of students appreciated that at least something was being done from
the student government. And outside of that, as far as communicating policy and stuff, it was
mostly through a giant email that we had a list of, and I could be wrong, but I was the only one
that used it out of all the student leaders to send out information to everyone.
TGRW: So, what was student response like in that fall of ’20 to spring ’21 for--I mean, you said you
didn’t think students were having as much fun. Where do you get that feel from?
SA:

One is the atmosphere of the events. I think where the administration kind of didn’t do as good of
a job on and specifically, maybe the events approval committee is I don’t think they cared as
much about the dynamics of some events or what makes them great, and they cared more about
following specific rules, even those that didn’t make sense. I can’t remember an exact example.
So, it was clear that students weren’t having as much fun because for example, you might have a
bingo night where the ballroom would be packed, and everyone is cheering and excited and
waiting to win prizes. Now, it’s in the Spectrum and you have to sit two seats away. So, you go
out to that, and it feels like church almost where everyone is quiet with a piece of paper and on
the mic, it’s like, “A5,” and people are marking. So, you got rid of that cheery atmosphere.

[36:41]
And also, there were certain things that I don’t think made a whole lot of sense to students, so you
would hear them complain about--I think it was like if you were in the same house, you could sit
USU COVID-19 2022: SAMI AHMED
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together but if you weren’t, you’d have to distance yourself and all that kind of stuff. And they’re
like, “Well, if I know my friend over there and he doesn’t have it, why can’t I just sit with him?”
And it was just a lot of unnecessary things that kind of dampened the atmosphere of events and I
don’t think enough consideration was given to that, and it was clear that students weren’t
enjoying it as much for that reason.
TGRW: And what are the initiatives you’re running through 2020-2021’s academic year? Because you
talked about some of the things you had ran on, merging USU Eastern’s student body with
Logan’s. What other things are you trying to address in that academic year?
SA:

So, when I ran the second time, obviously, elections are always in February at Utah State, or they
were at the time. And so, my platform obviously didn’t account for Covid, and my initiatives
were focused on--let me restart from the beginning. When you’re in student government, there is
a tendency, and I've seen it multiple times and across this day, I was president of USA, which is
all the presidents in the state of the different institutions, U of U, Weaver, UIU, etc. Once you’re
elected as student body president, now you go into a body where we all meet and then we elect
the president, so the president of the presidents kind of thing.

[38:40]
So, I was elected as that my second year statewide, so I had some roles there. And one thing you
notice in student government is a lot of the times, a lot of the issues we try to tackle are too big
and almost impossible to do unless some crisis is forcing the issue through, so nothing really gets
done because it has a timeline that’s longer than you’re going to be there, or at least in that role.
So, what I noticed was, “Okay, I could fight for lowering tuition or fees or whatever, but that’s
just something everybody’s been doing, and nobody’s going to care about it,” but there are some
things that do improve student lives that are less glamorous and sexy. Nobody’s going to write a
book about you for lowering bike fees or something like that.
But there are so many opportunities like that, and one glaring one that I noticed and part of the
reason I ran was USU Eastern’s student body was its own faction. It had nothing to do with Utah
State, and it didn’t make sense to me that they’re part of Utah State and they never had any
representation. So, the board of trustees, when we went to the state, they had their student body
president come, but my role is I was the one who spoke for that because of the institution. But
they ran their own thing over there, and that was because of a merger that happened in 2010 with
the College of Eastern Utah, and then it got renamed Utah State Eastern. And there was a lot of I
guess bitter feelings because of that, so they didn’t want to disturb them.
So, that was my initial goal, which required rewriting the entire constitution creating a whole new
structure for student government. So, what I presided over and people before me is completely
different than how student government is ran now because of that. So, that was my big initiative
that I worked on, and another one was the student portal. I don't know--how long have you been
at Utah State?
[40:57]
TGRW: Too long. Seven years?
SA:

Okay. So, I’m sure you probably now noticed that the portal is different once you log in, so that
was me. I wanted something completely different because I felt like it didn’t really make sense
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and it was outdated and it had things that I don’t think students really cared a whole lot about. So,
that was my big two things that I worked on my second year. And we were able to get them done,
and it’s a huge undertaking. It sounds probably simple, but so many people have to be involved,
so many approvals, so many votes, etc., etc.
So, that’s where I think I tried to add value was what are things we can actually fix within our
timeline versus grand goals that sound great, but it’s just too big for one student that the
administration can weigh it out for itself. That was my platform. And then slightly changed once
Covid hit, but not a whole lot. I still focused on that.
TGRW: So, did Covid add anything into those initiatives, any new programs, or was it mainly just trying
to keep things steady and reliable?
SA:

So, my initiatives didn’t really change because it didn’t really require--I mean, it was mostly
meetings, so none of that really changed. I think what my role differed is now, I have to talk
about a specific policy and the impact it’ll have on students, so I have to be a little more sharp on
my comments and how to administer certain things just because a lot of students just relied--or
what I said could be part of the policy, and I don’t want someone being like, “Who’s the idiot
who said this?” and then it gets traced back to me.

[43:01]
So, that’s how I think it changed, and just knowing that it’s going to be a completely different
year, and you have to engage students on a different level. So, that’s how it changed, but as far as
my platform, nothing really was impacted that much. We still went full steam ahead.
TGRW: And then you had mentioned that you were the president of the presidents. What did other
institutions look like from your perspective? What were you learning from them? What did that
look like under Covid?
SA:

So, the biggest thing with that was the city you were in mattered. That was a huge thing, and the
local government. So, for example, if you’re in Salt Lake City, the U of U just was shut down
constantly and it seemed like all the time because you’re in Salt Lake and the Salt Lake County or
city, whatever, governments were not as forgiving as other countries in Utah. So, that had a huge
impact on it. Your president’s leadership mattered, and I mean the institutional president.
So, I think they looked at Utah State a lot, and I’m not saying this because I’m an Aggie or all
that. I think Utah State was very--I would say some leaders look on us with envy just because the
goal was set, which is we’re going to have students back as much as we can where other
institutions were still kind of either fighting local politics or their own leadership or they didn’t
see eye to eye on certain things. So, what we did wasn’t awesome. Nobody’s cheering for every
single thing we did. But it was clear that compared to other institutions, the goal was more about
students, I would say, and some, I think, universities were along with us.

[45:06]
SA:

So, yeah. I think that’s how the big difference was is your local politics mattered and the main
vision of your institution mattered. So, I had said BYU was one as well that was kind of focused
on having everybody back, but they ran into some of their own issues being close to U of U with
parties and such, so they had to come down hard later on--but we usually come up with that group
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of presidents, so it’s called the Utah Student Association. We didn’t really do a lot of initiatives.
In fact, we didn’t do any initiative, I don’t think, and usually we do. So, that changed. We met
every month in person. That kind of changed.
But as far as institution-wise, I remember a lot of discussions where student body presidents will
say, “Wow, you guys are doing that over there? How?” and a lot of it just came down to we had a
set goal. We’re going forward.
TGRW: Then speaking generally on policy throughout the entirety of your time leading a charge for
Covid, what are you most proud of for student government’s participation in the response, and
what might you have done differently if you could have?
SA:

I think what I’m most proud of is the fact that students came and student government leaders
adjusted to whatever the circumstance was and they just went ahead with it instead of--we
could’ve done a lot of things where we could’ve taken a role of us against them, “We don’t really
want to do this,” not come to events because it’s not exactly what we want and student
government leaders could’ve quit, and I don’t think anybody really did. I think everyone was still
like, “Yeah, we don’t like it. But this is our life, and we’re still going to go ahead and be
positive.” And I think I appreciated that a lot more, especially as it went on longer and there was
no end in sight, and you don’t know when your masks are going to come off, and I still feel like
students were willing to go through it and be there.

[47:40]
And another thing I think I’m proud of is the fact that Utah State cared more about having people
back, and it’s not about the money or anything like that. They could still charge money on Zoom.
We read a lot of things where some people were paying $30,000 and still Zooming. So, they
could’ve done it that way, and they didn’t.
What I think I would’ve done different is not so much care about optics and care about the facts
with certain things with regards to students. Quite often, I think we had events canceled or
changed or whatever not because we weren’t doing the right thing, just because it didn’t look
good. And I think that’s kind of a dangerous thing because then, you’re allowing opinion to guide
things rather than the facts. So, if you were to check the box, maybe all the safety protocols were
followed but then just because it didn’t look great, it’d get shut down, or someone would get
chewed out for it or whatever.
So, I think that’s what I would’ve changed is I guess be willing to account for what you did and
not let the fear of reprisal from the community, or a group of students lead that. And speaking on
cash value, I think we had a community that was less likely to give backlash if more events or
things--they’re not going to care about optics as much if you’re getting what I’m saying.
TGRW: Yeah, most certainly. So, let’s step back entirely. So, spring of 2020, you were a finance major.
What’s going on in your studies? Covid hits, you’re in all these meetings, but you still have
classes and papers and tests to take care of. Where are you at as a student through Covid?
[50:00]
SA:

So, this is going to sound weird, but being student body president, you kind of have a Covid
schedule anyway, so I never had regular classes. I was always excused out of exams and stuff
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where I had to take them at a different date prior to Covid. So, Covid was just like, “Oh, that’s
what I’m doing anyway.” So, I had things where I had to take an entire class in two weeks
because I made an arrangement with the professor to do that or take exams at a completely
different time, so that didn’t really impact me as much. I think it impacted other students as far as
they have to schedule their tests at a specific time, or they can’t just ask questions. In class,
you’re sitting there and you’ll be like, “Oh, what is that question?” raise your hand. But on Zoom,
it’s kind of awkward. It’s weird. You’ve got to raise your hand or interrupt the whole class and
say, “I have a question,” out loud because nobody’s seeing the screen.
So, that might have been different but for me, to be honest, it wasn’t that big of a change. It was
just like, “I do this anyway,” and in certain cases, it got easier because the professor would be
like, “We’re not doing that test anymore because of logistics,” or things like that. I’d be like,
“Great.” So, yeah. I was the same. That might sound dumb.
TGRW: Even for the final academic year, 2020 to 2021 for you was just kind of working around
professors to make arrangements for how you could get your studies done at a pace that worked
for you?
SA:

Yeah. I think those exception requests became more frequent because now, there was more Covid
meetings and specific things I had to attend, or things took just a lot longer. So, I think I had to
get a lot more excuses in order to get the right grades and etc. But yeah, I think they just became
more frequent where before in a given class, I might ask for two exemptions to an exam or a
project or whatever I’m working on. Now it became four or five. So, it was more frequency, but
nothing really changed as far as my habit.

[52:42]
TGRW: So, you say you were always on Covid schedule, even before. Did Covid bring a whole lot of new
stress? I mean, it was a turbulent time for a lot of people, a lot of mental health schedules. I mean,
where are you at as a student, as student body president with stress, with mental health? What
was your experience?
SA:

I wouldn’t say I suffered any mental health crisis due to Covid or to people who have real mental
health issues, mine wouldn’t compare. But I would say it kind of took the joy out of being in a
position like that and it became more of like a job, and you don’t see--some of the things that
make a position like student body president or student government a wonderful experience is
seeing students be happy or something you worked on all year to make sure students like--having
it come to fruition, and a lot of those things were just not there. Or you even sitting in your office
and then the 1,000 students will walk by, and someone will say, “Oh, are you the student body
president? I want to talk to you about this,” those were all done. So now, you’re in a room reading
a paper or tracking the virus spread or whatever or prepping for a meeting and you just kind of
realize, “Oh, this isn’t fun,” or “This isn’t as exciting as it was.”
Being student body president is hard, but there’s also lots of rewards. You get opportunities that
no person my age would just get, and I’m talking like dinners with specific people that you
otherwise wouldn’t meet and all those things.

[54:45]
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So, those were all gone, so the personal benefit is done, and then there’s the social interaction you
would have, trying to help specific students and all that. Those were also gone. So, now it just
became more of just kind of a dreary, “I got to do this. I’m sick of Covid. I’m not sure what--“ the
mask mandate has been the same, so it just takes a lot of joy out of you. But I wouldn’t say I
suffered from a mental crisis personally. I had Covid in the middle of it once, so I got to
experience how it felt too.
TGRW: And then looking around you at the Utah State community, working with professors and classes,
working with other students in the business school, looking at leadership, what was your sense of
how the Utah State community was responding to the pandemic overall?
SA:

I would say mostly positive, mostly happy that we’re there. Given the demographics and probably
- and this isn’t news to anyone - I guess the political leanings of the population, a lot of the times,
you would get people saying, “Why are we doing this specific thing? It’s so dumb,” or “We don’t
want to do that.” You’d hear those kind of oppositions, clearly.

[56:25]
But generally, I think I remember being in a meeting with President Cockett and James Morales
and they’ll say, “We’re really surprised that people are following this.” They thought it was going
to be like you have to enforce it, and Utah State never had that. There was no major group or
people who were like, “We refuse to do this.” People complained but generally, people were also
courteous, and they did the right things despite maybe their personal feelings. It was more about
being open and having students come back and making sure things are going, and I think people
took that and ran away with it rather than, “I believe this about masks; therefore I am not wearing
it and you’re going to have to--”
Some of the funny discussions I had that I don’t think ever really came forth is in the summer,
we’ll be like, “Okay, what if students don’t want to do that or if there’s a person who refuses to
do this?” and then you’ll come up with “One strike, this. Two strike, this. Fourth strike, you’ve
got to leave and blah, blah, blah.” I don’t think we ever really ended up using it. I don’t remember
any disciplinary anything or just like, “We have a persistent troublemaker that we need to get rid
of,” or things like that.
So, that’s what I was surprised about is all the policies we had as far as consequences of not
following campus policies weren’t really invoked often or if any that I remember of.
TGRW: So, now that you’ve had a chance to kind of sit back and reflect, what has the pandemic meant to
you as a student - former student, I should say - former student body officer, especially as
somebody coming--I mean, “coming of age” usually refers to younger people, but coming of age
into your career in a world that’s really changed? What has the pandemic meant to you? How has
it affected you personally and now professionally and academically? Good question.
[58:50]
SA:

I know. I don’t think I've ever thought of what the pandemic meant to me. I think the biggest
thing the pandemic has meant to me is I got to see leadership in a way that most people don’t see.
Leadership, usually it’s a decree that comes down and everybody has to follow it, right? And I
got to see how people operated in crisis and how honestly, quite often, people are just doing the
best that they can, and people who viciously criticized an individual for this policy or even a
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leader or whatever that I knew - and people knew who I was, so students or even professors - and
you see it and you’re like, “Wow, you’re criticizing them based on the assumption that they had a
well-thought-out plan to make you do that specific thing you hate.” And often, it was just like
they’re just doing the best they can, and when people don’t really know what they’re doing,
hindsight is 20/20 where you can come back and say, “It was so clear for you to do that.”
A good example, I referred to it already is President Cockett’s initial vision of she wanted classes
open. And this was when we first were kind of hearing about Covid, so nobody really knew
anything. The state government wasn’t involved yet, and she was just like, “We’re having classes
open, and we’re going to cancel all events to keep classes open,” and she meant go to class in
person. And you could criticize her on that and say, “Hey, there was a pandemic. It was March
18th, and all you wanted was to make sure classes were open where people were sitting next to
each other or whatever,” but I saw her from a different perspective where she was like, “I want to
make sure students are getting the education they came for, so I’m willing to cancel everything
other thing to make sure that the education continues.”
[01:01:11]
And it’s not like someone sat with her and said, “This is a highly transmissible disease. This is
how it spreads,” and she still was like, “Yeah, I want someone right next to each other.” That’s
not what she did. But you could go back and say, “I can’t believe they did that,” or whatever. And
I think people think it’s more malice and well-thought-out thing that led you to do the thing you
hate, and most of the time, it’s just we just don’t know what’s going on.
So, that’s what it meant to me is in a crisis situation, and I’m sure this applies to other leadership,
is people are doing the best they can and most often, your leaders are not as all-knowing or as
strategically driven as you think, and sometimes it’s just trial and error. But when you have
power, people want consequences for mistakes, and I think it’s easy.
So, that’s what the pandemic taught me, is don’t just assume that everyone knows what they’re
doing. And the fact that I was even there, I went from a nobody student to the highest or most
powerful student position, and I didn’t have any qualifications to be there. I wasn’t doing
anything special to deserve that spot. So, that’s what I learned.
As far as what it’s meant for me professionally, I work in healthcare consulting now. I’m
managing consulting, and I think that’s given me a privy to legislative agendas or how people
operate. Public health, those kind of things, I've been able to have a different perspective. Was
there another part to the question, I feel like?
TGRW: Personal.
[01:03:10]
SA:

I think personally, I’m not sure how it’s personally affected--I mean, I had Covid, so I’m a little
worried I might die early because I didn’t get the 26-year-olds who get it with no symptoms who
walk around. I got the I got to be in bed two days version, so maybe I need to be a little more
healthy. I was really disappointed with my body. I didn’t get the “Oh, I didn’t know I had Covid,”
Covid.
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But I think personally, it’s just willing to be prepared and be ready at all times and not expect
things that are here today to be there tomorrow is kind of what I learned personally because I
think that’s what the pandemic did, is a lot of people just assumed things will continue as they
are. And especially living in America, I’m an immigrant. I came from Ethiopia. In America, I
think there’s this assumption that the food is always coming, the orders are always coming, and if
you can’t get something, you can always go take out a loan to get it. And I think the pandemic
kind of showed people, yeah, some things you think are awesome could be taken.
TGRW: So, you left the institution in spring of ’21. And looking on not only the institution but the
experience for people after two years of pandemic life going on three depending on where you
feel the pandemic’s at right now, where do we go from here? Where does student body, student
association look at student relations and leadership relations and even experiences in the business
school or wherever you see fit? Where do you go from here?
[01:05:24]
SA:

Are you talking specifically about me or generally student government?

TGRW: The institution and you.
SA:

So, I haven’t been to Utah State in a year, so I’m not sure exactly how things are going there. But
I think where student government can go is I think the pandemic showed a real possibility for
student leaders to be effective in ways that are not just limited to, I guess I’d call them the frontpage student issues. By that, I mean a lot of the times, you go to any campus in the United States,
you’re going to hear about mental health. You’re going to hear about cost. You’re going to hear
about a lot of things like that. And I think during the pandemic, what it allowed for students is it
created avenues where you can be a really useful person or leader who can make change in
unexpected ways. And at least in my opinion, I think that’s where student leaders should focus.
In student government, there’s this tremendous potential and power to make change, but I think
it’s kind of misguided. It’s just the wrong tool for the job. And by that, I mean if you focus on
big, big, big issues, it’s really hard for you to be the one to see the end result, so I think you have
two options. If you want to care about the big issues, you’re going to have to be willing to be the
sacrificial generation that gets no glory, that gets no confetti, but what you did today is going to
be the thing that makes something happen seven years from now. But we don’t really work like
that. Everybody wants to see the glory. So, if you want that, then take on small things, and then
administrators and stuff will trust you to make big changes.

[01:07:40]
So, that’s what happened personally to me. My first year working with President Cockett and
other leaders, I kind of made smaller problems easier or solved them. But I had this huge goal of
merging Utah State Eastern, and my first year it would never happen. Nobody’s going to listen to
me. But I think when you make the small things that are nagging or when you point out things
like the portals and really student-friendly things like that, then when you come with a big plan,
people are going to be like, “All right. We’ll trust you.” So, I think that’s where student
government and leadership could go, especially after the pandemic. I think a lot of institutions
saw the power of if you have the buy-in of student leadership, a lot of your policies can go easy.
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Personally, where I see me going, I’m not quite sure. I think it want to be in some type of
leadership where I can kind of convey the same message that I have where there’s a lot of small
changes to be made, but everybody wants to be president. So, I think that’s where I want to focus
on, and I think the pandemic also taught me there’s a lot of things you think are permanent that
aren’t. So, how can you help people that are disadvantaged to make sure that they’re kind of
resilient against future challenges? So, that’s where I see it going.
TGRW: Well, is there anything else you would like to add about your experiences with the Covid-19
pandemic?
[01:09:35]
SA:

I think it was just a crazy time just to be alive, and I don't know. I don't know when people will
listen to this or if 100 years from now people pick up this tape or whatever. It was one of those
things I think in our society or even in student life where you thought, “Wow, how could things
go wrong? Everything was great,” and then in one night, it’s all changed, and you become aware
of more important things immediately. So, there was a lot of good, I think, societal things that
came out of it for individuals.
One thing I would add is I guess it takes a crisis to sometimes force a group to change. We had
Zoom available before. Nobody used Zoom, but now everybody works from Zoom at home and
things like that. So, I think there’s a lot of good that came out of it. It wasn’t just millions of
people died, and that’s the end of the story. And I think for students, for people in general, there’s
going to be some great benefits that were going to be a result of this. So, that’s probably all I
would add.

TGRW: Mr. Ahmed, I would like to thank you for your time this afternoon discussing your experiences
during the Covid pandemic at Utah State University.
SA:

Thank you. Appreciate it.

[End of recording - 01:11:19]
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